


WHERE + PREPOSITIONS 
OF PLACE



Where…?
Questions with Where + do?

■ Where do you live? 

■ Where do your parents live?

■ Where does he work?

■ Where does your mother work?

For he/ she/ it For I/ you/ we/ they 



Prepositions of place

SPECIFIC VAGUE (LESS SPECIFIC)



Examples:

■Where do you want to eat? 

■Where does she study English? 

■ I want to eat at the new Chinese 
restaurant

■She studies English in her apartment  



■ 2:

■ Write 3 questions with Where + do/ does and their 

answers 

Exercises:

1:



Places in the city: My neighborhood 
Where do you live?



Describe your 

neighborhood using 

prepositions of place.

Follow the example:

Use 5 or more 

prepositions of place!

Exercise:



Let’s play a game! 

■ Instructions: 

■ #1. Draw a triangle on your notebook

■ #2 Divide the triangle into 4 smaller triangles

■ #3 Write “What makes me laugh” in the middle 

■ #4 Brainstorm things that make you laugh:

1) In Your house

2) With friends 

3) Online/TV What 

Makes me 

laugh 

Online/ TV

In my house 

With my 

friends



How is your new house?
My new house is not very big but we

have enough space for everyone here.

There are two bedrooms for me and

my parents and there is another room

we use as a study room. There is a big

and modern kitchen downstairs and a

cozy living room where we watch TV

and play board games. There are many

windows in the house, so there’s a lot

of light during the day. There are two

bathrooms, but there is a bathtub only

in the bathroom upstairs. This house

is fantastic!



Practice:



Reference: Saslow, J., & Ascher, A. (2010). Touchstone Fundamentals. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. 
P.70



Let’s hear a song! 
■ Listen and complete the missing lyrics from 

the song “In the ghetto” by Elvis Presley 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJ-

r0bilzhU&list=PLmjPpKfwztmjAzzMWBFoGLuB

pgKZutXrC&index=19


